
ENGLISH ESSAY ABOUT HARI RAYA AIDILFITRI

Every year, after one month of fasting, Muslims celebrate Hari Raya Puasa which falls in the month of Syawal. All
Muslims celebrate the day with great joy.

Ketupat is one of the must-haves at Hari Raya. The event helps to strengthen the relationship between family
members after not seeing each other for a long period of time and between Malaysians in order to achieve the
1 Malaysia that has been planned by our Prime Minister. Hari Raya Aidilfitri is interesting event because all of
the mistake and hatred are been forgives and forget. Hari raya day collage was off. They also cook 'rendang'
curries and prepare 'satay' to go with the 'ketupat'. Muslims are expected to avoid lying, breaking promise or
cheating during the month of Ramadan. Each of my family members would apologize to each other either
older or younger includes my family. Hari Raya Aidilfitri is an interesting event because all of the mistake and
hatred are been forgives and forget. For me, Hari Raya Puasa is a common thing now because the enjoyment
of this raya only feels when I was a little boy. In Malaysia, we can see the Muslims early prepared for the
becoming special day. We all slept late that night, chatting with each other. Each of my family members
would apologize to each other either older or younger includes my family. At the same time, I watch over the
house and the kids with other members of the family. This festival will be celebrated for a month either.
Women start to sew beautiful curtains and buy new clothes for the family and do a renovation for the house so
that the house would look better when the guests visit it during the festival. I also can see people with different
kind of races will be visiting their Muslims neighbours house to celebrate together the special day. We can
only celebrate it as a normal festival. Preparation for hari raya aidilfitri, the end of festival of the fasting month
of syawal. Trust me. They will be decorating their house, buying new clothes, and making many types of food
and cookies for the special day. Moreover, there must be an event that we called an open house that will be
held by the Muslims. Furthermore, I can see a lot of delicious, variety and mouth watering food when the
festival arrived. Ummhhhâ€¦ To me,Ramadan is the name of the one-month fasting period when Muslims fast
for a period of almost 12 hours. They garnish their house, buying new clothes and making various type of food
and cookies. At the same time, I watch over the house and the kids with other members of the family. For me
and my family consider it as a special day to catch up with the relatives, friends, neighbors and children. After
fulfilling their one-month of fasting, the Muslims would be joyful to celebrate Hari Raya Puasa. Boys and
girls wear new clothes and shoes. It is also known as the festival that marks the end of one month of fasting. I
take Hari Raya Puasa as a small festive because for now, the important thing for me is to discover a lot of new
thing including my study but it doesnt mean that I'm forgetting or not celebrating this festival. Hari raya
festival of syawal. I hope that from the coming years, Hari Raya Puasa will be celebrated more happening as
Ive done my job as a student. They fast from dawn till sunset. Pelita is made up from bamboo stick actually,
but nowadays people had invented a new kind of pelita which is made from plastic that is safe to used. Sample
essay. Every festival have their own speciality. We will be able to discovered all kinds of food when we go to
other people or our family members house. In Malaysia, we can see the Muslims prepared early in the
morning for becoming the special day. It is also important that they keep their minds pure and not harbor any
ill thoughts or intentions during this holy month. Hence, I can see people get bonded with many Malaysians
from variety of races and automatically strengthen the relationship between each other's respective.


